Agriculture, Life Sciences and Natural Resources

COURSE MODIFY - All Approved
BOT 4395 - Changing course name and description only. - Approved
BOT 5395 - Changing course name and description only. - Approved

DISCONTINUE COURSE - All Approved
BOT 4001 – The course has not been taught for several years due to professor retirement/area change.
BOT 4040 - Course has not been taught for several years due to professor retirement/area change.
BOT 4100 - Course has not been taught for several years due to professor retirement/area change.
BOT 4101 - Course has not been taught for several years due to professor retirement/area change.
BOT 5150 - Course has not been taught for several years due to professor retirement/area change.
BOT 5480 - Course has not been taught for several years due to professor retirement/area change.

Updates from System Administrator - Approved
ME 3005 and ESE 3005 – Added successful completion of ME success curriculum to prerequisites